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“The Awsome Program” is the title of the first personal exhibition by Zero-T, one of the most
famous artist of the international underground culture, who will express himself to the public at
1Opera gallery, in Naples, through graphic design, street art, photography, painting and sculpture.
A polyhedral language that tells the vision of the world of a creative that gives to the spectator his
personal path of life made of weavings of different cultures and landscapes.
Zero-T defines his artwork ad a spontaneous and natural flow “ I do not prefer one technique over
another, nor I plan in advance the result of what I'll do. Combining work with different subjects,
techniques and measures is like playing with nature, diversity and unity”.
A complete work, the Zero-T's one ( real name Paul Capezzuoli, born in 1968), which relates to art
as a whole thing including all aspects of life, not just personal “for me art is communication, and I
hope that my work can inspire people, touch their sensitivity. Being a creative influences the choice
of the clothes that I wear in the morning, the people with whom I interact, and the food that I decide
to eat”. Italian representative of the “Rock Steady Crew”, an historic group symbol of New York
suburban culture of music and art, Zero-T comes to Naples with a project that he hopes will turn
into a creative and stimulant process, that bypasses the classical concept of the exhibition “the title
the Awesome Program wants to emphasize the vitality of a work that develops in time and shows
the beauty of the artwork when it takes shape and not only when it becomes performance”.
Pietro Tatafiore and Giuseppe Ruffo will introduce Zero-T on January 24, 2014 at
1Opera, San Biagio dei Librai street at 6 pm.
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